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آموزشگاه پرسا

1  Young people were encouraged to be responsible members of the .................. at a workshop
to protect the wildlife.

nature republic resource community

2  She has a lot of .................. experience in dealing with these kinds of problems.

portable gone  practical supporting  

3  The experts say that the review .................. as a book in English and in many other languages.

can be published could be publish had been published might be published

4  There are about 13,000 identifiable .................. of roses throughout the world.

series varieties products designs

5  Scientists are looking for a .................. which will produce energy without polluting the air.

fuel gadget panel variety

6  Wind turbines are used to .................. electricity for the local community.

generate consume power form

7  You might love sheep or cow meat but you`ll find that a / an .................. meal is easier to
digest.

fast food veggie strong junk food

8  Everybody was cold and left the party very soon because that tiny radiator didn`t ..................
much heat, so it needed to be fixed.

take in give off give up take off 

9  My little sister is coming home after 12 years and has been saying that .................. all through
her trip back.

there`s no place like home out of sign, out of mind

birds of a feather flock together absence makes the heart grow fonder

10  It seems reasonable to .................. that people`s behavior is influenced by what they see on
TV.

conclude demand allow protect

11  Over the last six decades, several technological innovations have changed how we
communicate, .................. the Internet and the smartphone.

thus namely actually calmly
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12  The early bird catches the worm. This proverb means .................. .

food tastes best first thing in the morning.

whenever it rains here, it rains a lot.

those who are well prepared gain success.
it is best to get up early in the morning.

13  For most of the time the United Kingdom played an important part in the organization of
world  ..................  sources even in the Middle East.

power reminder travel building

14  Unfortunately, I missed my flight. The taxi arrived late, because there    ..................    an
accident on the way to the airport.

has been had been should be was

15  Computer programs written in a high-level language may take longer to execute and use
……………… more memory than programs written with assembly language.

at for on up
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